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2.1. Traditional Legislation 
A new type of wall, which will be suitable as dividing wall between 
two flats,   has been  invented.  '?h*» question  is whether the inventor 
shall be able to make the authorities accept  this wall. As the 
first step towards this  end  it would be natural to study the 
building codes. Years ago these would probably say  that the dividing 
vails between  two flats   should be made as a 23 cm brick wall - 
or the like.   The invention - of course  - not being a 23 cm brick 
wall,  the  job will bo   Lo prova  that the wall corresponds to a 
2? cm brick wall.  It  is  obvious   that this wording puts a brake 
on much progress within building.   It cannot be taken for granted 
that the qualities of  the traditional oroducts are on the whole 
necessary,   and if ~o,   that they are sufficient (although as a 
matter of course they have been) .  As mentioned before the dividing 
wall between two flats was formerly almost exclusively affected 
by means of heavy materials,  not because it was demanded that the 
materials must be heavy,  but because until then heavy materials 
could most easily satisfy the demands for separation of flats. 

2.2. List of  Functional  Requirements 
In order not  to »top the development of new materials and components 
it is natural  to investigate the  possibilities of different solu- 
tions.  In other words,   we must try to set up a list of functional 
requirements. 
Prom statics we know the  formula ~ * R. 
In an extended meaning we let M symbolize some kind of external 
influence   (either load,   noia«,  heat, or  the  like}-   Q indicates 
the quality of  the building component,   its ability  to reduce 
(resist.)   the  influence   from outride and R the result wanted,  the 
requirements. 

In order to determine  the quality of the construction part we must 
know the influence M and the requirements R. 

From the start we are used to consider the influence M as constant 
within large geographical areas,  which of course makes it easier. 
The influences as noise,  heat»  etc. should also be considered as 
constant within large areas, Many examples show that this constant 
is assumed to be equal   to zero.  You may be tempted to neglect 
sound-reducing properties because influences are often small, 
until one day you are asked to design an office building along 
a noisy main street,  and after construction you will realise that 
this functional requirement had not been taken into consideration. 
In point 2.3 I  shall   revert to  the establishment of influences. 
A general  list of functional  requirements will naturally be 
impossible to draw up as  these depend on the components involved 
(outer or inner walls,   doors, etc.), but examples of detailed 
lists will be  given in point 4.1. 
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General f.»Actional requirements may be listed as follows: 
a¿ §iS{DSS^S£Z_Bg2i?irements: 

For walls to limit physically 
to separate  visually 
to separate  acoustically 
to separate   termically 
to separate  air-technically 

b.i §SîS£ï_5§SyAï§n!ent»! 

Fro eîtiîsCe' deraands  for stren9th,  stability,  fire-technical 

S¿ &S9ïiEêE§2£s_for_Registanc£: 
For instance, resistance to ageing,  use,  water,  heat. 

üfaíi? *;h«%i??^COUid bc
J
cailef Pfimary requirements (indispens- 

able) ,  the  following demand* could be considered secondary. 
da £2$Í2E£_Síao¿£S3!Snts¿ 

Demande for sound-proofing, heat/cold Insulation, 
water- and wind-tightness etc. 

Sx Si£^Si2Si£Skô3Ô_Çon3truct±i22lTS£hnic^ 
Por instance, demands on account of shrinkage and creeping. 
Demands for transportation and erection. 

Í* OtòS£-5«3u±rementSi 

For instance, demands   for appearance,  economy, maintenance. 

?.3. Functional Requirements Based upon Scientific Facts 
The demands we wish to make on certain components must be quite 
unambiguous.  Obviously quality demands such as  "corresponding to 
¿J cm brick wall" or "good workmanship- ar* not vary reprodúcetele, 
we must try  to express our demands in measurable values. If we 
wish to speak about sound reduction  in walls for Instant, we 
might try to consider how this demand can be fulfilled. The first 
demand is made by the client, possibly a demand for a general 
state of happiness. Doctors, psychologists,  sociologists, and 
people of similar professions can describe this state of happiness 
as the fulfilment of a number of paramètres, one of which is 
called a certain  (low)   level of noisa. We for our part may deter- 
mine the demand by saying  that loud talking next door may be 
scarcely heard  (but not understood)   through the wall.   (In this 
"î'w*" .• alreadv left out the people to whom the highest kind 
Oí happiness is to follow their neighbour's private life.)  A 
still better demand, which is more technical, would be to mmkm 
a demand for the sound reduction to be at least 50 dB. 
From a technician's point of view it is clear that the more 
paramètres for a  "state of happiness" can be indicated in numerical 
values, the more easily the solutions can be found - simply because 
we know which problems have  to be solved. 

The moment the functional requirements have been  formulated in 
numerical values,  it has been established which methodology is to 
be used to prove the quality. 
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Testing methods can roughly be divided into three groups: 

a. Laboratory testing methods 
b. Control by means of calculations 
c. Subjective evaluation by experts 

Reverting to  the formula ^ » R, M -  the size of the influence« - 
is  the first factor to bey determined before testing. This is 
quite natural,  however,   very often our knowledge in this field 
is  limited. Which horizontal loads,   static and dynamic, does e 
light partition wall have to resist - absorb - and how large 
deflections can we allow ? 
When all possible influences have been established -  in some 
instances by  loading followed by measuring traditional components 
- the testing method can be determined. 
Functional requirements based upon scientific facts offer the 
following obvious advantages: 
a. Improved communication between client and designer.  It is 

easier to make out specifications if exact and reproducable 
measuring methods can be referred to. 

b. In consequence of item a,  improved possibilities of control 
(and verification)   during building  (and in some Instances 
after moving in) . 

c. Provided measuring methods are uniform,  the result will be 
improved possibilities of buying and selling building 
components between the countries. 

d. As pointed out above,   it will be considerably easier for 
the designer and certainly for the manufacturer too,  to develop 
new building components,  if it is stipulated in advance 
which requirements will be made  for the ultimate result. 

2.4.  Conflicting Functional Requirements - 
the Compromise between Economy  and Function 

If Qi, Q2,    Qn indicate the qualities of the component  (strength, 
sound reducing properties etc.),  it will be desirable to obtain 
maximum Qt + Qt + Qn.  Howe vor,  it will often be seen that 
the opt ima ti on of two qualities will be in conflict.  This may be 
exemplified by the wish  for good insulation against sound in for 
instance a wall, which could excellently be fulfilled by using 
heavy materials, whereas  the demand for flexibility is difficult 
to satisfy if the wall is build of heavy materials. Furthermore, 
the classical example of quality-economy can be mentioned.  In our 
society the maximum quality in proportion to the price will 
probably be in demand.  This may be expressed as a maximum 

JQl  • fl¡ + Uni,  p indicating  for instance the price of the 
coagponent,  see Johs.F.Munch-Petersen;   "System Building Design 
Philosophy",  page 18, where P - M + a«L + $•!,  so that the formula 
looks as follows: 

maximum '"* j ii   •   *v¿*** .Boy 
¿mum    t        M   +   otL   •   ßl J 
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To my knowledge this maximum has not yet been found - aa this 
would correspond to the invention not of 
wall- 

'a wall" but of "the 

Aa mentioned above qualities can be in conflict, and from on« 
building oase to the other, qualities are not necessarily equally 
important. It would therefore be more correct to put the formula 
as followst 

'Ql • W,-Qi +  Wn-Qn 
WW l 

'} 
The designer's job is to choose among - let us say - the floor 
components on the market at the moment, the one most suitable for 
the purpose (the floor component which fulfils the most functional 
requirements in the best way). 

This procedure of selection can often be difficult. It requires 
on the part of the "judge" an accurate evaluation of the importano« 
of the qualities (w , w , ), ami also on the manufacturer's 
side an ability to give sufficient information about the qualities 
of their product, and that this information must be based on 
uniform measuring methods. 
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TOLERANCES  - DANISH EXPERTmrr.fi 

îî •i?U    ?ín9f are made bv Pitting components together, and as 
we realise the  insufficiency of nature,  i.e.  that the required 
measure» of components cannot be kept 1001,  it  is necessary to 
introduce the concept of tolerance. 

Danish experience shows that  tolerances can be regarded as a 
legal    tool on J ine with the  "technical" meaning of the word. 

ío\rehclosíl°Wing * Sha11 Stat° the  ^ustlficati°n of this view 

3ïÎ?fî?C*'*Whlch' as wiL1 be known' indicates the limits of 
i^-?ÍÍ?n £2f^f re^uir«d measure, is moat interesting if we 
components 0f tolerances corresponding to addition of 

X%íír!í ¡î?,qïlt6,cerïain PrinciPie of addition of tolerances 
is the so-called rule of addition, where the sura tolerance 
¡s - T*   • T2  •      Tn,  where Tj ,  Ta, Tn is the 
whoîï*nîî Zi the  indlvi*»l components to be put  togSther as a 
comune"» ?7?n;?í? haVe th* S•é tolera»c* *' we have for n 

l^tu a iar*e ni»^er of components the sum tolerance T- will be 
£ÎZ£:xïf«r c?nald<i5 the sum tolerance Ts from a principle of 
It bôïh  "ÎÏA i »haVìe comP°s^ion most probably consists 
?5d

b^ "ï°° }ar?e    and "too small"  components among each othar 
etn" Se B5L2

1
?K

1
!T >nÜ, °£ly 8mÄl1 «>"Pon«nt8 exclusively,   i£ 

or TÍ    TÍ?r?asÍaL^J T./ñ^wf.ich means a considerable reduction 
undaS'frS !LÎÎ?îiTOtï?d 0f calculation, however,  can only be usad 
ïï:?  «£h! «ondltion that the number of measures  is equally 

Sb.Uv« xuïmiet meaSUre regUlred' Whlch i8 P^ÎÎcïlly 

hïSî.r,aÏMÎ0ï>,lnStanCe WU1  involve a attribution around a value 
S^SntïSî dev!aítanfe/eqüífed* Altho«9h producer« work hard to control deviations,  two things must be taken into consideration! 
Ä)      I?!«?rdUCtl0n is so lar*e tnat control measuring of every 

single component is not  justifLed from an economic poînîîf 

b)      The production on the other hand is so small that it would 

r^srÄirr^ SAUL'S: r3- 

In the above wa have deliberately emphasized the economic 
conséquences exclusively, as measuring control nnS2?£?í «  , , 
scrapping in a factory, must be closSly wmDar^"^ II  lnvolvl»9 
consequence, of delivering the compone^^^ 
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According to our experience the foremen of the Danish building 
sites have learned to diatribute the inaccuranciea froai one or 
more components over the other components so that problem» seldom 
arise. 

Furthermore, in extreme caaes there are different emergency 
solutions at hand, e.g. for large joints where mounting of a 
board aa shuttering for later concreting saves the calamity. Or 
for small joints where concrete must be replaced by f.i. elastic 
sealant. 

These are both solutions which are safe (the safety and health of 
the population must be considered), but which on the other hand 
are only a matter of economy. 

In special cases, where high accuracy is desired, it is also the 
designer's task to try to use some co-ordinate tolerances to 
secure as high accuracy as possible. Under certain unfavourable 
circunstances, however, it may be Impossible to mount a coaponent 
because there may not be room enough. 

In such cases it is Important to be able to decide who is to 
carry the economic responsibility, and the specified tolerances 
are an excellent tool for this purpose. 

¿Ld 
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4.  JOINTS 

4.1» Liât of Functional Requirements 
As • rule, floor and wall joints will have structural functions 
only. Facade joints may have many more functional requirements 
to fulfil, such as the functions listed below, taken from the 
ISO document ISO/TC 59/SC 5/W61 - 16E. 

General Check List for Functions of Joints 

Draft proposal for an ISO recommendation. 

Functions grouped under Design Aspects 

A   Control of Environment 

Al To resist passage of insects and vermin. 
A2 To reeist pansage of plants, leaves, roots, seeds,and pollen. 
A3 To resist passage of heat. 
A4 To resist passage of sound. 
A5 To resist passage of light. 
A6 To resist passage of electro-magnetic radiation. 
A7 To resist passage of air. 
A8 To resist passage cf odeurs. 
A9 To resist passage of water. 
AIO To resist passage of water vapour. 
All To resist condensation. 
A12 To resist generation of sound. 
A13 To resist generation of odeurs. 

B   Loadbearlnq Capacity 

Bl  To resist stress in one or more directions, 
(a) compression. 
(b) tension. 
(c) bending. 
(d) shear. 
(e) torsion. 
(f) stresses due to impact. 

C       Safety 
CI       To resist passage of fire. 
C2      To resist pressure due tc explosion. 

D        Accommodation of Deviations 
Dl      To accommodate variations  in the sizes of the  joint at 

assembly due to deviations in the sizes and positions of 
the joined components. 

D2      To accommodate continuing changes in the sites of the 
joint du« to thermal,  moisture and structural movement, 
vibration and creep. 

E.       Fixing of Components 
Bl To support joined components in one or more directions. 
E2 To resist differential deflection of joined components. 
S3      To provide fixing of components to structure. 



Fl 
F2 
F3 
F4 

G_ 

Cl 
G 2 
'¿3 

iL.. 
Ml 

K3 
H4 
IIS 
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Appearance 

To have acceptable appearance. 
To avoid promotion of plant growth. 
To avoid discoloration due to algae, moulds or efflorescence, 
To avoid pattern staining. 

Economics 

To have economic first cost. 
To have economic depreciation. 
To have economic maintenance cost. 

Durability 
To have specified minimum life. 
To reeist unauthorized dismantling or damage by man. 
To resist damage by animals and insects. 
To resist dauage by plants and micro organisms. 
To resist damage by water,  water vapour or aqueous solutions 

or suspensions. 
H6      To resist damage by polluted air. 
H7      To resist damage by light. 
H8      To resi3t damage by electro-magnetic  radiation. 
H?      To resist damage by freezing of water. 
H10    To resist damage by extremes of temperature. 
HU    To resist damage by airborne or structure-borne vibration, 

shock waves or high intensity sound. 

J  Maintenance 
Jl      To oenn.it partial or complete dismantling and re-assembly. 

K        Ambient Conditions 
.;•      To porform required functions over specified range of 

remperatures. 
K2      To perform required functions ovor a specified range of 

atmospheric humidity. 
K3      To perform required functions over a specified range of 

air pressure differentials. 
K4      To perform required functions over a specified range of 

joint clearance variation. 
KS      To exclude if performance would be impaired! 

(a) insects. 
(b) plants. 
(c) micro-organisms. 
(d) water. 
(•)      ice. 
(f) snow. 
(g) polluted air. 
(h) solid matter. 

Under D I should like to add "shrinkage" and "settlements of the 
structure".  Furthermore,   (under F, H, and K)  soma further func- 
tional requirements may be added, such as discoloration or damage 
on metal flashings  (aluminium)   from water containing other metals 
(copper)  or acids  (H5 or H6 ?),  chemical Interaction between 
mastics and sur face-treatments,  hatching of small birds in open 
joints  (early morning noise)  or of insects,  snakes, vermin, etc. 
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4.2.  Structurai Joints 
The  following  is a  ¡;hort description  of  considerations on which 
the design of Danish structural  joints are based. 
All joints are desltjned so that the  entire floor or  the entire 
wall can act. as a  plate   transmitting   !n-pLine   forces  only.   The 
individuai components  have transverse  loading as well   (viz.  wind 
on  facades,  dead ^nd  live lo*/? on   floors  etc.).  All horizontal 
joints   (longitudinal  and. trcn^verse)   are reinforced   (sometimes 
even posttensioned  in high-rise blocks),  but the components are 
not welded together.   The co-action  of the  components  is based 
upon the  shear-key.  or.   -he od.-jea cf   floors  and walls  together with 
reinforcement  in  the   -joints.  Compression,   and  in certain  cases 
friction,  will also contribute  to   tho structural stability. 

1&2¿2X .The JTlogr^Joint 
The floor joint (figure A)  requires  no formwork, and the chamfered 
edges of the components enable differences of up to  3 mm between 
the undersides of the slabs to be camouflaged.  The tolerance for 
component width +   3 mm is sm*ll.,  and  the edges must be straight 
and smooth. 

The finished floor consists of beechwood parquet boards mounted 
on bearer« which rest on soft pads   (e.g.  wood-fibre)   on the con- 
crete slab,   the underside of which  is painted. 
The beech flooring  is   (with traditional Danish wage rages)   the 
cheapest on the Danish market.  This   "Floating Floor"  has excellent 
sound-insulation capacity,  and provides a  space very  suitable for 
placing electrical wiring and piper,   for central heating. Flooring 
involving less labour will bee developed in view of the probable 
future wage and price level8 of an   tndustriali2ed economy. 
As mentioned above the entire floor   i3 assumed  to act. as a 
plate for the transfer of wind forces to the bearing  (cross-)walls. 
Por this purpose the edges of the stabs are toothed.  The teeth act 
as shear-keys  in the cast joint. 

An unequally distributed vertical load on  fleer components can also, 
owing to the toothed  joint edges,  be  taken up by a diagonal 
compressive  stress between the floor components. The resulting 
tension component perpendicular to  the joint is  taken up by the 
longitudinal  joint reinforcement in the floor-wall joint   (see this). 
Tension perpendicular to the joint cannot be taken up by the cast 
joint mortar, which makes it necessary to reinforce *-he joint (see 
later section). 
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1.1,5 II, S 

2i.5~*j-i— 2Ì,s 

ngur« A. 

The wall joint (figura B) likewise requires no forsarork, and tha 
edges of tha component art also toothed, so that tha antira wall 
acte as a plat« for rasistlng tha wind forcai. 
Wall components do not aa floor componants hava chaaifarad adoee 
•long tha joint for "absorption" of possible lnaccuraclts, as 
wall components ara filiad up and covarad with wall papar, 
tha underside pf floor components ara normally visible. 
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«alls with ero»« »ection» such ao L, u, T, etc. ere for»techniceily 
vejry difficult to make, and wall component» «re therefor« joined 
In the corner•. An exemple of such a corner joint le »hewn iir 
figure C. Considering the «tatic functional requirement» the Joint 
MA be reinforced. 

, 5 ~4*~-   1, ! 

21,5- •^•4->—21,5 

31,5 f-H—  31, 
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It laay be considered   to   r.orm  th<>  joj..it  as  shown  in fleure D. 
How«ver,   attention must   be-  pail to  the  fact that the  concrete of 
t'iti  cast  joint will  ah ciak  and that-   the-,  adherence between  the 
cenerete of  the  joint and the wall  component   is verv bad so that 
scura  bridges <u->  very   lively. 

Figure Ç. Figure p. 

The most important influences   to which  the wall joint is exposed 
will be horizontal forces along the joint.,  these are wind- and 
mass-forces which are  3 ed  to   the top of  the wall by the floor 
slaps  to be passed on by the wall.   A number of theories have 
been made to explain how these shearing  forces are absorbed or 
rather transferred from one wall component to the other. 
A3 for the transmission of shearing forces it is generally so 
that the more or less pure shearing stresses in the concrete of 
the  joint will involve  sloping tensile stresses which will, on 
reaching a certain level, make cracks in the concrete, this result- 
ing in a widening of   the joint. This widening is counteracted by 
the reinforcement in the floor-wall joint  (see this)   or by a cross- 
reinforcement in the joint when a compressive stress from the 
reinforcement is  introduced in the  joint reducing the further 
formation on cracks and "keeping together" the joint until the 
final  state of cracking. 
In Denmark engineers normally allow a maximum shearing stress of 
2 kp/cm*  calculated over the total  joint cross-section. If a cal- 
culation shows higher shearing stress the joint is reinforced. 
This cross reinforcement between wall components is established 
by casting so-called "hairpins"  in the wall sides,  see figure B. 
Co-action between this  reinforcement will arrise partly from the cast 
joint concrete, and partly from the vertical reinforcement shown. 
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Figure E Figur« F 

Where possibl«,   f.i.  in corners,  »impla bolt joints can be used 
as shown in figure F. 

This joint is shown in figura G and H. The load on the floor-slabs 
mußt be transferred to the wall on which they rest. The load fro* 
the wall  above the joint must be carried downwards. Regard «u«t 
be paid to production and erection tolerances. Figure I show» the 
reinforcement which ensures the co-action of wall and floor 
nents. 

J 



Flqttg« g 

'10    '     10   ' 

Figure H 
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\J*QDt9$Wr>t (iffi.fl» 

Figur» I 

The vertical forcea in the walls cannot be carried through the 
floor slabst The floor slabs contain hollow corree, and the narrow 
tones between them cannot take the forces from a fully loaded wall. 
Furthermore,  the floor slabs (to Increase speed of erection)  reet 
on a dry joint.   (Thus,  the aUess distribution is a function of 
email irregultritiea in the corapoi «it surfaces.). 
Therefore, the vertical forces must be transmitted directly,  i.e. 
through the cast-in-situ concrete in the joint, the cross-section 
of which is only slightly smaller   (75%)   than that of the wall. The 
load is transmitted centrally,  and stress distribution is fairly 
well known. 
Finally, figures G and H shows the lifting bolts and nuts used for 
handling the components, as well as securing the tolerances of the 
structure. 
The nuts are levelled before erection of the wall above,  inaccuran- 
cles do not add up from storey to storey. The 33 mm gap between the 
caet-in-eitu concrete and the wall component is packed with mortar. 
The loads on the floor slabs are transmitted to the wall top by a 
row of cams at 150 mm intervals. Concerning these details see 
point 5. •_   Figure J shows the formation of the floor-wall joint 
in case the longitudinal sides of the floor component form the 
limitation. 
Please notice that the upper edge of the wall component has been 
lowered in proportion to the underside of the floor component, and 
thus in proportion to the wall components described above. If the 
wall components are not lowered,  it will be impossible to lay floor 
components with deflection. It has also been considered important 
to have as large a cross-section area of the cast concrete as 
possible, by placing the floor component 40 mm from the edge of the 
wall component and letting the floor component on the other side of 
the floor-wall  joint be a special component. 
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4.3. Facade Joints 

Some of the early prefab houses had ona-stage orticai facade- 

joints, and most o£ the.. leseci, in d ?nôTïïL v«rtica*î one- 
seal and the .lr-seal 1« confined Although some «r**?*J JJ- 

stage facade joiats, saax^u with a good sealant, uo "°* £***' 
ït is very unlikely that a completed building with one-.tage joint. 
should not have a number of leaks (some are unnoticed a« «• 3oint 

details often provide »oat Kind of drainage).One-.tage joints 
sealed under laboratory conditions have much better performance 
than the joints sealed on a building-site. 

All eealante will ultimately fail. Some may 'i•*****}•^ 
period of time, but probably none will serve for the 1 "•**?*___„ 
of a building. Therefore, a seal mu.t be placed so that maintenance 
ie easy. 
Shrinkage, creep, temperature, warp, fc., in adjoining component, 
will deform the sealant, and the permissible deformation will de 
crea., with the aging of the sealant. It is wise to say, that a 
plastic sealant should never be used on the outer side of » 
building, and on the inner side only where cracks are acceptable. 

The adhesion to the joint surfaces is often doubtful, as ••*• gj* 
humid, dusty, pointed, impregnated, asphalted, etc., etc., •grâces 
are unsuited for sealing with most types of sealants. Most surfaces 
on a site are certainly either wet or cold or something else. 

If the surface is profiled, rought or have exposed aggregatee, the 
application of a sealant ia difficult. 
Furthermore, a guarantee will quite often cover the material only, 
not the labour, and is nullified, if the priming is "«* (Pi*»** 
is often wrong). No firms give a guarantee for a reasonable perico 
of time (10 years or more). 
Finally, appi: sation and supervis an are rather t Lfficult. 

Even small gap can give »inacceptable leakage, when the full air 
pressure difference acts on a facade covered with a water film. 

Conclusion A: It is wise to use specialists for sealing, to use 
elastic sealants only, to avaoid the use of sealants on the outer 
faces of a building, and to avoid one-stage joints. 

Conclusion Bt A two-stage sea! is better, consisting of a baffle 
(seal, strip or the like) as the outer, almost water-tight stage, 
and of an air-tight seal as the inner stage, with a ventilated, 
drained cavity between the two seals (the outer seal does leak 
a bit, but leaks less if no air pressure difference acts across 
the baffle, seal, strip, or the like). 

Figure K illustrates the two principles, the one-stage and the 
two-stage vertical joint. The two-stage joint is often called 
"the open joint" or "the ventilated joint" ("rain-screen-principle", 
•pressure-equalization", etc.). It was developed and successfully 
used in Denmark 12 years ago. Its functioning was checked by 
experiments in the Norwegian, and later the British and Canadian, 
Building Research Institutes. The two-stage joint is the only 
recommended principle to-day in prefab construction. See also 
the submitted papers for the CIB Symposium "Watertight Joints 
for Walls", Norway 1967. 
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Figure K. On«» and Two-Stag* Joints In Wood-Framed Tacadas 

JLiiÄ illustrates the one-stage loint. A sealant acts as 
ned water- and air-aeal. A crack in the gealant dus to aging 

or deformation, or a gap between the sealant and tha component dua 
to failing adhasion, or any other small opening will primarily giva 
a (poaaibly) acceptable air-leak. During rain, especially driving 
rain on multi-storey facades, a water film will cover the facade 
J0». th# air pressure difference vili press the *"»ter through the 

*ïw Quit# cft<ln cover «trips <t A in figure K.A.), profiled edges 
or the like will lead the water, making the tracing of the actual 
outer leak difficult. 

Figure K.B illustrates the two-stage vertical joint in a wood- 
•"** "e»d«« Near the outside (down in figure K.B.) a baffle ia 
slid down in grooves in the adjoining components. The baffle may 
be of neoprene, PVC, impregnated wood, metal, etc. The baffle will 
atop driving rain, but some water may seep through at the grooves. 
Tha cavity hebind the baffle is ventilated (throught the horisontal, 
overlapping joint) so that no static air pressure difference (but 
poaaibly a minor dynamic difference) will press water across tha 
grooves. Water intruding into tho cavity will stop at the next 
groove and run down along the groove, probably due to surface 
tension hindering the passage of sharp edges (figure K.C.). Tha 
cavity, with tha vertical, draining groove is ventilated and 
drained outwards at the horizontal joints. Behind the cavity la 
a atrip of rockwool (fire protection) and the second stage, the 
air-eaal, consisting of a neoprene tube under compression. 
Rockwool, point*i into the joint, against a stop, may form Mh 
equally good air-seal. The cover strip on the inside is not taken 
into account. 
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L. Baffles In Two-Stage, Open, Ventilat«d, Vertical Joint» 
between Concrete Facade component». 

figure L illustrate» similar baffles  in two-stage vertical  joints 
Ntwean ooncrttt panais.  Again ti e cavity la ventilated and drained 
at thai horizontal, overlapping joint». The baffle in figura L.A. 
oonaiet» of a 3 mm neoprene atrip,  slid into groove». Behind the 
baffi« i» a waahboard,  i.e.   Inclined groove»,   leading the water 
down,  outwards,   see figure L.B.   (a section through L.A,). 

Figure L.C.  »h va a combine! baffi    and drain of    xtruded neoprene. 
Th«  anali cavities between the   .In > act a» vertical drain»   (Veri- 
look). 
The width of the  joint is  16-20 mm so that dimensional deviations 
can be taken up,  ao that variation» in width of the joint should 
not be too visible, and so tant a sufficient gap for placing the 

is obtained. 
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Flours M. Overlapping,   Horizontal Joint  In Concrete Facade 

Figure M illustrates a  typical, horizontal, overlapping joint. 
MM downwards projecting pari: of the component above covers the 
threshold of the component below the joint,  and makes the joint 
water-tight.  The casting and  the poirted mortar (E)   form the air- 
seal. A two~«tage  joint- 

D  is a rock wool strip forming a atop for the mortar. 

(A)   indicates the neoprene «trip in the vertical joint. The neoprene 
follows the overlapping.  v^nttl*t*d iomt  ami end* up Insids where 
it is fastenrd in the casting of the floor-wall joint. 

C  is a groove stopping horizontal water flow from entering the 
vertical  joint.  B is  an alternative,  a PVC  foil covering the 
vertical joint. A foil   (F)   io anyway glued to the top of the 
ecssponent,  protecting the insulation againBt rain during erection. 

The minimum height of the threshold is 40-50 mm. The width of the 
joint is approx.  18 mm so that dimensional deviations can be taken 
up«  and so that the variation in width shall not be  too visible. 

Míe horizontal joints drains  the vertical  joint, and ventilates 
the joints as well as the insulation. 

Mie air-seals in the vertical and horizontal joints must Beet at 
the joint-intersections  if a sufficient air-tightness shall be 
obtained. This simple fact is quite often ignored.  The resulting 
air-leak may transport water into the building. 

•Ë 



5.        DESIGN Oí'  COMPONENTS 

Before going  through t.he principien of design of components it is 
necessary to give a brx_;   iiiustiat-jLuu Jí.  some  structural  systems. 

The normal atiuotuiai aäsi^aa wij.i,   m Denmark,   usually be based 
on  load-bearinq cross-walir-.  This   is so for a   diversity of  reasons, 
soma  of  the more  important onevs biiiivj: 

a)       The   requiiemrni s  r-I  *ovì:nd-in3u'iation between  fiats and 
between  flats  -JJV'J  stairwell car-  be ruifiil«io by using heavy 
walls between   the   flatís  atiô  around the  stairwell. 

By  using  loao-beari -vj crons-walls the  facade can be made 
as  a light focado,   «timber  framed),  which will  in many cases 
give the architect greater scope in designing these  facades. 

A  flat containing ¿  roots  or  ¡nere .jhould   face opposite 
directions to make   it possible  to cross-ventilate the  flats. 
The normal lay-out  is  that of two flats  around the stairwell, 
see  figure N. 

The balcony, which  is nearly always demanded,   is easy to 
design when using  load-bearing cross-wells. 

b) 

c) 

d) 

wdwlwyi—» 

M t»*M »f» Multlfl.i «f iSsm ,' ' O 

Figure W 

The disadvantage of using load-bearing cross-walls is the small 
degree of flexibility within the flat as it is  impossible to more 
the walls between the different roosnr. 

Statically the load-bearing cross-wail system acts as follows! 
a)       The loads on the  floor slabs must be transferred to the wall 

on which they rest.  This  load as well as  the load from the 
walls above must be carried downwards  to  the base. 
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b)       The horizontal  forces   /such as wind-in-Mi   UM i i  w    *. 
through  the  floor-.lahs  to' tho  W-b^rLa ìi! transf««<i these to the base. bearing walls,   and through 

bearing facade and a load-b««irq ?míltSÍi^í - Î? "i? * l0a,i" 

5.1.   Floor Component» 

SSSS2 ää- & s-a ------,. 
The dimensions of floor components are named as follows» 

B « width 
L * length 
T « thickness 

oTmt.^re:* Plannin9 ^^^ W* have at flr8t <*• following "crowd- 

L - 300,  600.  900,   ..- nun,  n .   300 ram 

It is obvious that a combination of these figures will give a verv 
Urg« number of différend components, it is therefore JÌI!.? £ * 
look for some kind of limitation,  in thî ¿ay of"ÎSpînS ÎÏSÎr S 

STSÌ. «* ¡vT      thls choice lB reasonable by regarding the applica- 
hÌ2T•    the ««"fon«*»-  I' *he components are applied for a load- 
ìn l£lq¿lTVÌI con"tructi<»>'   this means a 1200 mm di ff «en« 
the îïJ> PîLSf»-the Î°ïfe and a 300 »• deference in the width of 
¿WE^Î^ÎÎ 5îve,bot? Proved aceptable in Denmark. For a load- 
SSSSÎÎÎ- ^î1*^11141 W4U bulldin* condition« will of course be 
steSícíí'  ii',h°W'Ei'«th* lon9itudinal wall, and facade^ire 
ï£îÎ*£ïî    * l0 «ufflci«nt that the distance  from stairwell to 
líSo^E    í«^"1*51? ** length of the h0U8*'  *• * »ultiple of 
bí22 •os£n\ B « 1200 mm and L . 1800 • q  .  300 am have 

ï*ind î*•^"!! *»* •****>• •xamplas showing how the decision of 
•trwtSrwf e" n0t WOrk °Ut in colmon Gilding 
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The question mark» do not signify any important problem sine« In 
that kind of building we often have "equalizing rooms" (kitchen, 
bath, cleaning room etc.), which at a suitable dimension may make 
the components work out. 

Thickness T (n rmally 185 or 215 n i) is determine, on the basis 
of the functional requirements; ¡strength - fire stability - 
•ouad etc. 

Floor component», which are hollow core slabs, are cast horizontally, 
whereby the underside becomes smooth whereas the upper side becomes 
rather uneven, which is acceptable because of the above mentioned 
"floating floor". 

The loads on the floor slabs are transmitted to the wall top by 
a row of cams at 150 mm intervals. In practice the slabs do not 
reet on all the cams, and some are useless because of opening» in 
the floor elab. Many experiments have shown that the bearing 
capacity of one cam only is approx. 3 tons, provided that the 
reinforcement is carried at least 50 mm in over the wall (40 im 
is the most unfavourable combination of production and erection 
inaccuracies), i.e. carried through to the end of the cam. 
Experiment» with a normal component, 8 cams, show a bearing 
capacity of 9 tons, which even for the longest components give» 
a »afety factor of approx. 4. 
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J?.iíL Wall Components 

The wall  cor.^xnerts   -ire   nel id  zvA  'i.. - reinforced   (except for 
reinforcement  niounó' r!o-:rc,   ->-:<•'  •->••-.---.+;  f~~ a  light tr^nsport- 
reinforccmen* ) . 

The height c .-A resign J.S   t:>...   >:,io   smaüatu  storey  height of 
2800 mm.   The  vl.-i'-.h   ¡20',   l."-00,   ?4(.0  mm.   1'he  thickness  is 
150 or   180  mm  to  «ne-":   ti.e   »^'Hî:

1
 rc.-mcnt:.  ~f  st r^r/jtb ,   fir«.- 

stabll .11",   sound- inn., i^t v„.n   ?.c-;. 

¿ •„•? •- Jlf'S ?i£ e~>* ' iïui0!1 Ç-?Jr§. 
Î/-J most Mcckí-v of flats the- fa .ade panels are concrete sandwich 
composants and'or v/ooo fTVfr.ed facades. 

Concrete Sc-rdwich cordone utr- con-u^v. of an exterior skin of 
concrete with a te-ady ir.ade finìsii (profiled or exposed aggregates), 
a layer of insulation (rookvooi. or expanded polystyrene), and an 
internal layer of concrete. 

The internal layer is usually the statically active layer, taking 
up the components' dcadload arc! the windioad, and sometimes loads 
from the floor. Facaô«a en cross-wall blocks will transmit their 
windioad to the floors and tr/ U deadlcad to brackets at the ends 
of the cross-wall s (a hanying facade), or the deadload will be 
transmitted from one component t/' the neat below (a se If-bearing 
facade). When the floor H ar* !?u;/¡jorted at the cross-walls, the 
gable components are statically cross-we.lls, constructed as 
concrete sandwich panels. Their Internal iaver transmits the 
windioad to the floors, and takes up dead load of gables and floors 
above the component in question, as well us < ne live load on the 
floors. Finally, tht Internal layer, together with the other cross- 
walls, act as windbracing walls for wind orthogonal to the facade. 
(A gable is a load-be ?.r i no f ^r-^e, *nri usually also a bracing 
wall.) Due tc thermal movements 4He outer layer cannot be used as 
a load-bearinrr ro«mb*r, .in*  rh?. f>"«des with out» - activ* layer 
are always hanging facades, never boarino. 

The two concrete layers in a sandwich panel have relative movements. 
The dimensions of the interior layer vary a little annually due 
to minor alterations of the inside temperature, whereas the exterior 
skin will have considerable thermal variations in dimensions, diurnal 
and annual, due to the climate. Therefore, a longish, rigid connec- 
tion between layers will cause cracks in the tie if not in the 
exterior skin and/or deflections (shich may open up joints). 

Figure O.A. illustrates a stainle«3 steel (or alloy) tie suitable 
for a panel without a window (a gable). The exterior skin, to the 
left, is hanging in the tie (or ties all located close together 
above the center of gravity of the exterior skin). 

Figure O.B illustrates a tie suitable for use in panels with windows. 
The outer skin hangs in two ties, one on each side of the4

wJn*°2!' 
the ties being long enough to take up thermal movements with low 
stresses. 



thïSSh?»? i;lustraïeB   * m* galvanised ties used as a supplement 
ÎÏ2S?dî?Î ÍV;?'V  tying t];e tvo layfîrs together dur in? 
rSS S'.       Wearing warp etc.   of the outer layer. The tie« 
reaucft  the cold-bridge  uc-••».r^---,  <•»•..   i .. ,.,,...   ,.   .._   .,„:M1.,M« 
minimum. ?  ^'""   L   Jn aceptable 

mm $ 

Figure 0 
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